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1

1

Yirat Shamayim in 

Jewish Thought

Warren Zev Harvey

Yirat shamayim (fear of God, fear of Heaven, reverence for God, or 
piety) is a basic moral term in Rabbinic literature, appearing doz-
ens of times in the Talmud, Midrash, and liturgy. In medieval and 
modern Jewish culture, it is the favored Hebrew word for “piety.” The 
term is composed of yirah (fear, awe) and shamayim (heaven). As 
in other Rabbinic terms (e.g., malkhut shamayim, the kingdom of 
God; le-shem shamayim, for the sake of God), the word shamayim 
is a metonym for “God.”1

In my following remarks, I shall try to elucidate the term yirat 
shamayim by examining its use in some major classical contexts. I 
shall be concerned only with the term yirat shamayim, which may or 
may not be sometimes synonymous with yirah (fear, awe), yirat Elo-
kim (fear of God), yirat heit (fear of sin), or similar terms or phrases. 
These other expressions shall be discussed only when it seems that 
they throw light on the meaning of yirat shamayim. In particular, I 
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2 Warren Zev Harvey

shall emphasize that yirat shamayim is not synonymous with oved 
mi-yirah (one who serves God out of fear of punishment).

EXCEPT THE FEAR OF HEAVEN
The most famous Rabbinic discussion of yirat shamayim appears 
with variations in three different places in the Babylonian Talmud: 
Berakhot 33b, Megillah 25a, and Niddah 16b. The version in Berakhot 
reads as follows:

Rabbi Hanina [bar Hama] said: Everything is in the hands 
of Heaven except the fear of Heaven [  yirat shamayim], as 
it is said: “And now, O Israel, what doth the Lord thy God 
require of thee but to fear?” [Deuteronomy 10:12].

Is then the fear of Heaven a small thing?! Did not 
Rabbi Hanina say in the name of Rabbi Simeon bar Yohai: 
God has in his storehouse nothing but the treasure of the 
fear of Heaven [  yirat shamayim], as it is said: “The fear 
of the Lord is His treasure” [Isaiah 33:6]. Yes, for Moses 
it was a small thing. For as Rabbi Hanina said: It is like a 
person who is asked for a big vessel and he has it, it seems 
to him to be small; if asked for a small vessel and he does 
not have it, it seems to him to be big.

The text teaches that everything is determined, except for yirat 
shamayim. What does this mean? What is the everything that is 
determined, and what is the yirat shamayim that is not? It arguably 
means that there is strict causality in the world and all our actions 
are determined, but our consciousness is free, that is, we are free to 
assume a pious or impious attitude. In other words, we are not free 
to act, but are free to think, to feel, to believe.2 It strikes me that 
Rabbi Hanina’s dictum should perhaps be understood against the 
background of Stoicism. The Stoics taught that all is determined 
except ataraxia or autarkia, and these traits are attained primarily by 
freeing oneself from fear of the gods. Rabbi Hanina may be respond-
ing to the Stoics: determinism is overcome not by rejecting the fear 
of Heaven, but by embracing it.3
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3Yirat Shamayim in Jewish Thought

This reading of Rabbi Hanina’s dictum, according to which it 
refers to one’s consciousness not actions, is plausible and might well 
reflect his original intent, but it is flatly contradicted by the text in 
Niddah:

Rabbi Hanina bar Pappa expounded: The angel in charge 
of pregnancy is named “Laylah.” He takes a drop of semen 
and places it before the Holy One, blessed be He, saying: 

“Lord of the Universe, what shall be with this drop? Mighty 
or weak, wise or stupid, rich or poor?” But he does not say 

“wicked” or “righteous,” in accordance with the opinion of 
Rabbi Hanina [bar Hama]. For Rabbi Hanina said: Every-
thing is in the hands of Heaven except the fear of Heaven, 
as it is said: “And now, O Israel, what doth the Lord thy 
God require of thee but to fear?” [Deuteronomy 10:12]4

Rabbi Hanina’s dictum, “Everything is in the hands of Heaven except 
the fear of heaven,” has generally been interpreted in the light of the 
text in Niddah.

Thus, Rabbi Saadia Gaon, in discussing freedom of action in his 
Book of Beliefs and Opinions, iv, 4, writes that God does not coerce 
human beings “either to obey or disobey Him,” and as a prooftext 
he cites: “Everything is in the hands of Heaven except the fear of 
heaven.” According to Saadia, therefore, yirat shamayim is the virtue 
of obedience (Arabic: al-tā’ah) to God and reflects free choice.5

Rashi, in his Commentary on Berakhot 33b, interprets yirat 
shamayim explicitly in the light of Niddah 16b: “Everything is in the 
hands of Heaven. Everything that happens to a human being is in 
the hands of the Holy One, blessed be He. For example, whether one 
will be tall, short, poor, rich, wise, foolish, white, or black, is all in the 
hands of Heaven. However, whether one will be righteous or wicked 
is not in the hands of Heaven. This He placed in the hands of the 
human being, and he set before him two paths, that he might choose 
for himself the fear of Heaven [  yirat shamayim].”6 The physical con-
ditions of one’s life are not in one’s control, but one’s moral behavior 
is in one’s control, and righteousness is called yirat shamayim.
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4 Warren Zev Harvey

Maimonides is in general agreement with Saadia and Rashi 
with regard to Rabbi Hanina’s dictum. In his Eight Chapters, chap-
ter 8 (cf. chapter 2), he teaches, like Saadia, that yirat shamayim is 
the virtue of obedience (al-tā’ah) to God. This power to obey God, 
Maimonides explains, is in the appetitive part of the soul and thus 
voluntary. He indicates that this power is, in effect, the power to 
choose the moral virtues. He concludes: “By saying everything [is in 
the hands of Heaven], the [Rabbis] mean the natural matters about 
which a human being has no choice, such as one’s being tall or short, 
or a rainfall or a drought, or the air being putrid or healthy – and so 
too with regard to everything in the world, except for the motion 
and the rest of man.”7 Everything is determined, except for human 
action; and the virtue of acting in obedience to God – regardless of 
what nature holds in store for us – is yirat shamayim.

The dictum of Rabbi Hanina is discussed a second time by Mai-
monides in an epistle to Rabbi Obadiah the Proselyte (Responsa, ed. 
J. Blau, no. 436). Following Rabbenu Bahya ibn Pakuda (Duties of the 
Heart, iv, 4), Maimonides explains to Obadiah that all actions of a 
human being involve obeying or transgressing some commandment. 
Now, since yirat shamayim is according to Rabbi Hanina voluntary, 
that is, since we have free choice to obey or disobey God, it thus fol-
lows that “all the actions of a human being are in the province of yirat 
shamayim.” Yirat shamayim is thus not confined to the synagogue, 
the kitchen, or the Sabbaths and holidays: every choice of action that 
confronts us is a test of our yirat shamayim.

Rabbi Nahman Krochmal, in his Guide of the Perplexed of 
Our Time, gate 10, declared that Maimonides’ interpretation of 
Rabbi Hanina’s dictum was “correct” (ha-be’ur ha-nakhon) and that 
indeed, according to the Rabbis, “all the actions of a human being 
that are within his choice are included in yirat shamayim.”8 Her-
mann Cohen, similarly convinced by Maimonides’ interpretation of 
Rabbi Hanina’s dictum, went one step further and concluded in his 
Religion of Reason Out of the Sources of Judaism, chapter 17, that the 
Talmud “expressly exempts” individual human freedom from God’s 
omnipotence.9 Yeshayahu Leibowitz was also profoundly influenced 
by Maimonides’ comments on Rabbi Hanina’s dictum, and summed 
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5Yirat Shamayim in Jewish Thought

them up in simple terms: a human being has no control over “the 
laws of nature” but does have control “over himself.”10

Rabbi Hanina’s prooftext for his dictum is Moses’ rhetorical 
question at Deuteronomy 10:12. “And now, O Israel, what doth the 
Lord thy God require of thee but to fear?” The continuation of this 
text explains the meaning of yirat shamayim: “to walk in all [God’s] 
ways, and to love Him, and to serve the Lord thy God with all thy 
heart and with all thy soul; to keep for thy good the commandments 
of the Lord and His statutes, which I command thee this day.” These 
words may be understood to corroborate the general approach of 
Saadia, Rashi, and Maimonides: yirat shamyim is the virtue of choos-
ing to act in obedience to God.

At Deuteronomy 10:12, Moses thus asks in effect: What does 
God require of thee, O Israel, but only yirat shamyim? The gemara 
then wonders: “Is yirat shamayim a small thing?!” How could Moses 
say that God requires “only” yirat shamayim, as if yirat shamayim 
were something easy or “a small thing?” Is not yirat shamayim God’s 
unique treasure, as it is written: “The fear of the Lord is His treasure” 
[Isaiah 33:6]? The answer to this riddle is clear: for Moses, the servant 
of God, it is “a small thing,” but for everyone else it is a “big thing.”

Rabbi Hanina’s dictum may now be summed up. “Everything is 
in the hands of Heaven, except yirat shamayim.” God predetermines 
everything except for yirat shamayim. It is the power of human be-
ings to act in obedience to God, i.e., to act morally. Yirat shamayim 
is a “big thing” and God’s unique treasure.

YIRAT SHAMAYIM AS THE HUMAN 
ESSENCE AND PURPOSE

The idea that yirat shamayim is a “big thing” and God’s unique trea-
sure is reinforced by several other sources. A medley of these sources 
is found at Shabbat 31b. It is recorded there, for example:

Rabbah bar Rav Huna said: Anyone who has learning 
[torah] but not the fear of Heaven [  yirat shamayim] is like 
a treasurer who is given the inner keys but not the outer 
keys. How will he enter?
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6 Warren Zev Harvey

Rabbi Jannai exclaimed: A pity on him who has no 
courtyard but makes a gate for his courtyard!

Rabbi Judah said: The Holy One, blessed be He, 
created His world only that men should fear Him, as it is 
said: “and God hath done it that men should fear before 
Him” [Ecclesiastes 3:14]….

Rabbi Johanan said in the name of Rabbi Eleazar: 
The Holy One, blessed be He, has nothing in His world 
but the fear of Heaven, as it is said: “And now, O Israel, 
what doth the Lord thy God require of thee but to fear?” 
[Deuteronomy 10:12] It is also written: “And unto man he 
said, behold [hen], the fear of the Lord is wisdom” [Job 
28:28], and in the Greek language “hen” means one.

According to Rabbah bar Rav Huna’s metaphor, yirat shamayim is 
a necessary condition for a human being’s greatest virtue: learning. 
However, according to Rabbi Jannai’s metaphor, yirat shamayim is 
itself a human being’s greatest virtue.11 It is the end, not a means 
to the end. Rabbi Judah goes further: yirat shamayim is not only 
the purpose of human beings, it is the purpose of the entire world; 
God created the world for the sake of yirat shamayim. Nothing is 
more important than yirat shamayim! This is also the view of Rabbi 
Johanan: The Holy One, blessed be He, has nothing else in His 
world but yirat shamayim. Yirat shamayim is number one – unique, 
primary, first of all things.

On the basis of Deuteronomy 10:12, Rabbenu Jonah ben Abra-
ham of Girona (Gates of Repentance, iii, 7) taught that “the fear of 
God is the foundation of the commandments” (yesod ha-mitzvot). 
Citing Shabbat 31b together with Rabbenu Jonah’s teaching, Rab-
benu Nissim ben Reuben of Girona concluded that “the fear of God 
is the intention of the Creation of the world and the foundation of 
the Torah” (Derashot Ha-Ran, homily 7).12

That yirat shamayim is the chief human virtue is learned also 
from Ecclesiastes 12:13. Thus we read in Berakhot 6b (cf. Yerushalmi 
Berakhot 2:8):
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7Yirat Shamayim in Jewish Thought

Rabbi Helbo said in the name of Rav Huna: Every man 
in whom there is the fear of God [  yirat shamayim], his 
words [of prayer] are heard, as it is said: “The end of the 
matter, all having been heard, fear God, and keep His 
commandments, for this is the whole man.” [Ecclesiastes 
12:13]

What means “for this is the whole man?”
Rabbi Eleazar says: The Holy One, blessed be He, 

says: “The whole world was created only for his sake.”
Rabbi Abba bar Kahana says: This one is equal to 

the whole world.
Rabbi Simeon ben Azzai says and some say Rabbi 

Simeon ben Zoma says: The whole world was created only 
to attend to this one.

Rabbi Helbo interprets “all having been heard, fear God,” as teach-
ing that the prayers of the person who fears God, i.e., who has yirat 
shamayim, are “heard.” The other Sages hyperbolically explain in 
what sense the person who has yirat shamayim is called “the whole 
man.” The upshot of all the views is one and the same: it is yirat 
shamayim that gives value to human life, and the individual who 
fears God is the purpose of creation.

Rabbi Abraham ibn Ezra, in his Commentary on Ecclesiastes 
12:13 (second interpretation), explains “this is the whole man” as 
follows: “the fear of the glorious and awesome God” is ikkar kol ha-
adam, the essence of a human being. Rabbi Judah Loew ben Bezalel, 
the Maharal of Prague, in his Netivot Olam (Yirat Ha-Shem, ch. 6) 
interprets Ecclesiastes 12:13 as meaning that yirat shamayim is the 
takhlit or purpose of the human being. Combining Ibn Ezra and the 
Maharal, Moses Mendelssohn, in the Be’ur on Ecclesiastes, ad loc., 
explains that the fear of God and the observance of his command-
ments are ikkar ve-takhlit ha-adam, the essence and purpose of a 
human being. The essence and purpose of being a human being (kol 
ha-adam) is yirat shamayim.
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8 Warren Zev Harvey

RABBI ELHANAN WASSERMAN 
ON ECCLESIASTES 12:13

Doubtless the most radical interpretation of Ecclesiastes 12:13 is that 
of Rabbi Elhanan Bunim Wasserman, written about a decade before 
he was murdered by the Nazis in Kovno in July 1941. In a homily 
entitled Yirat Shamayim, he expounded the verse as follows:

“The end of the matter, all having been heard, fear God, 
and keep His commandments, for this is the whole man” 
[Ecclesiastes 12:13]. The intention in this is that it should 
not enter your mind to say that the fear of God is a virtue 
in a human being and whoever does not have the fear of 
God is a human being but lacks a necessary virtue. The 
text comes to tell us that this is not so. For one who does 
not have yirat shamayim is not a human being at all, but 
an animal, for this is the whole man [i.e., yirat shamayim 
is the whole man] and without it one does not have the 
rank of a man….

[E]ach human being is a microcosm containing 
within him the characteristics of all creatures, higher and 
lower. Thus, the faculties of all the vicious animals in the 
world are present in the human being. And you have no 
vicious animal more terrible than this one! Moreover, 
does not the human being possess instruments of destruc-
tion that no other beast in the world possesses – namely, 
thought and speech.

If a beast of prey must be bound with an iron chain, 
how many chains are needed to stop a terrible beast like 
man? Now, when God created man, he certainly created 
the chain to bind him so that he not destroy the world. 
And what is this chain? It is the fear of God, which alone 
has the power to stop a man from being like a beast of 
prey. Other than it, no ruse in the world is capable of 
restraining a human being from wreaking harm. Even if 
one is a sage and philosopher like Aristotle, his wisdom 
will not protect him when his passion attacks him. Thus 
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9Yirat Shamayim in Jewish Thought

Abraham said to Abimelech, “only the fear of God is not 
in this place, and they will slay me for my wife’s sake” 
[Genesis 20:11]. The implication of “only” is that with the 
exception of the fear of God they did not lack any of the 
intellectual or moral virtues, but all this is of no avail if 
the fear of God is not among them.13

Rabbi Wasserman goes beyond Ibn Ezra, the Maharal, and Men-
delssohn in his interpretation of “this is the whole man.” Yirat 
shamayim is not only the essence and purpose of the human being, 
but without it one is not a human being at all. This definition of hu-
manity is explicitly anti-rationalist. What defines a human being is 
not the logos (thought and speech), but yirat shamayim. No one, not 
even a philosopher like Aristotle who has achieved great wisdom, is 
able to chain his bestial passions, unless he possesses yirat shamayim. 
It is yirat shamayim alone that separates the human being from the 
beast. Moreover, without yirat shamayim, man is not merely a beast, 
but the most terrible beast on earth.

IS THERE A VIRTUE GREATER 
THAN YIRAT SHAMAYIM?

It would seem, therefore, that according to our Rabbis there is no vir-
tue greater than yirat shamayim. This impression is certainly fortified 
by the powerful words of Rabbi Elhanan Wasserman. What could 
be greater than yirat shamayim? It is the essence and purpose of a 
human being! It is kol ha-adam! There is, however, one surprising 
dictum in the Talmud that indicates that there is something greater 
than yirat shamayim. The dictum is found in the following passage 
in Berakhot 6b:

Rabbi Hiyya bar Ami said in the name of Ulla: Greater is 
one who enjoys one’s labor than one who fears Heaven 
[  yerei shamayim]. With regard to the fearer of Heaven it is 
written, “Happy is the man that feareth the Lord” [Psalms 
112:1]. However, with regard to one who enjoys one’s labor 
it is written, “When thou eatest the labour of thy hands, 
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10 Warren Zev Harvey

happy shalt thou be, and it shall be well with thee” [ibid. 
128:2]. Happy shalt thou be – in this world. And it shall be 
well with thee – in the world to come. Now with regard 
to the fearer of Heaven, “and it shall be well with thee” is 
not written.

If yirat shamayim is understood – following Saadia, Rashi, Maimo-
nides, and others – as the virtue of obedience to God or as righteous-
ness, then it is difficult indeed to imagine how the manual laborer 
can be greater than the yerei shamayim. Moreover, isn’t the manual 
laborer also supposed to be a yerei shamayim? In addition, it is 
undeniably odd that yirat shamayim should not gain one a place in 
the world to come, but manual labor should do so.

One way to understand the curious dictum is to presume that 
“yirat shamayim” is being used in what might have been its original 
meaning in the dictum at Berakhot 33b and Megillah 25a, namely, it 
designates a consciousness or an attitude, not a deed or an act. If so, 
then the dictum may be an affirmation of the vita activa over the vita 
contemplativa, or maaseh over talmud. A second way to understand 
the curious dictum is to presume that “the labor of one’s hands” refers 
to talmud torah (cf. Megillah 6b: yagata u-matzata taamin). If so, then 
the dictum may be an affirmation of learning over piety, or talmud 
over maaseh. In any case, the dictum “Greater is one who enjoys one’s 
labor than one who fears Heaven” makes sense only if we restrict the 
meaning of “yirat shamayim” or expand the meaning of “labor.”14

JOB AND TWO KINDS OF YIRAT SHAMAYIM
Rashi makes a bold comment about yirat shamayim in his 
Commentary on Job. At Job 4:6, Eliphaz the Temanite says to Job: 

“Is not thy fear thy foolishness?” (ha-lo yiratkha kislatekha). Rashi 
comments:

Is not thy fear thy foolishness? Now your end proves your 
beginning. For your fear [  yiratkha], by means of which 
you were God-fearing [  yerei shamayim; cf. Job 1:2, 8–9] is 
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11Yirat Shamayim in Jewish Thought

your foolishness [kislatekha]. It is due to foolishness, not 
to a perfect knowledge [lo mi-daat shelemah]. Similarly, 

“thy hope and the integrity of thy ways” [ibid. 4:6] – it’s 
all foolishness!

Rashi is in effect asserting here that there are two kinds of yirat 
shamayim. There is a yirat shamayim based on perfect knowledge, 
and there is a yirat shamayim based on foolishness. Clearly the 
first kind of yirat shamayim is the true one, while the second is a 
flawed imitation. Two individuals may in general display the same 
external behavior, observe the same commandments, and follow 
the same customs, but one is a true yerei shamayim, whose actions 
are based on “perfect knowledge,” and the other a faulty imitation 
whose actions are based on foolishness. Their actions will differ 
only in extreme times. Rashi’s paraphrase of Eliphaz’s accusation 
is controversial, and many authorities, including the Tosafists and 
the Jewish Publication Society translation, avoid the controversy by 
translating: “Is not thy fear thy confidence,” i.e., does not your yirat 
shamayim give you confidence and strength?15

Maimonides’ interpretation of the story of Job in his Guide of 
the Perplexed, iii, 22–23, is precisely in line with Rashi’s comment 
on “Is not thy fear thy foolishness?” He explains that Job originally 
knew God “only through the traditional stories and not by way of 
[intellectual] speculation.” In his ignorance, “Job had imagined that 
the things thought to be happiness, such as health, wealth, and chil-
dren, are the ultimate goal.” However, God appears to Job out of the 
whirlwind, and shows him the great Leviathan and other creatures. 
He teaches him that “our intellects do not reach the point of appre-
hending how these natural things” are brought into being, and Job 
thereby attains true knowledge.16 Maimonides’ interpretation of Job 
should be read in the light of his aforementioned discussion in the 
Eight Chapters, chapter 8. True yirat shamayim is not dependent on 
natural things, which are not determined by human choice. Job’s 
original yirat shamayim was based on ignorance and imagination. 
His final yirat shamayim was based on knowledge.
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MOSES AND JETHRO ON YIRAT SHAMAYIM
Rabbi Abraham ibn Ezra, like Rashi before him and Maimonides after 
him, insists that yirat shamayim presupposes wisdom and knowledge. 
He expresses this idea in his Commentary on Exodus 18:18–25 (long 
version). The biblical text tells of Jethro’s advice to Moses:

And Moses’ father-in-law said unto him: “The thing that 
thou doest is not good. Thou wilt surely wear away…
Hearken now unto my voice, I will give thee counsel…
And thou shalt provide out of all the people men of valor, 
fearers of God [yirei Elohim], men of truth, hating unjust 
gain; and place such over them, to be rulers of thousands, 
rulers of hundreds, rulers of fifties, and rulers of tens…
So Moses hearkened to the voice of his father-in-law…
And Moses chose men of valor out of all Israel, and made 
them heads over the people, rulers of thousands, rulers of 
hundreds, rulers of fifties, and rulers of tens.

Ibn Ezra makes here two comments that concern the relationship 
of yirat shamayim to wisdom and knowledge:

And thou shalt provide…[Jethro] said “fearers of God,” 
who have no fear of human beings, but only of God alone. 
Instead of [saying “fearers of God”], Moses said: “wise 
and understanding men” [see Deuteronomy 1:13]. For 
it is impossible to be properly a fearer of Heaven [yerei 
shamayim ka-ra’uy] unless one is wise…

And Moses chose men of valor…He did not men-
tion “fearers of God,” for [God] alone knows the heart 
of human beings. However, Moses said that he chose for 
us wise men [ibid.], for this he could know. Nonetheless, 
there may be a wise man who is not a fearer of Heaven 
[yerei shamayim].

Ibn Ezra observes that Moses deviated significantly from the lan-
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guage of his father-in-law, Jethro. Whereas Jethro had advised him 
to choose as judges individuals who are fearers of God, Moses chose 

“wise and understanding men” and omitted the phrase “fearers of 
God.” Ibn Ezra explains that Moses did not presume to know who 
is truly a yerei shamayim, since only God knows this, but he could 
know who was wise and understanding. Ibn Ezra adds, however, that 
Moses’ substitution of “wise and understanding men” for “fearers of 
God” was problematic inasmuch as it involved a compromise; for 
while all yirei shamayim are wise, not all wise individuals are yirei 
shamayim. From Ibn Ezra’s comments, it is clear that yirat shamayim 
is a disposition of the soul that is not discerned by observers. Only 
God knows for certain who is a true yerei shamayim and who is an 
impostor. Human beings, who know not the hearts and minds of 
other human beings, cannot know this, and Moses did not presume 
to know it. It also emerges from Ibn Ezra’s comments that wisdom 
is a necessary but not sufficient condition of yirat shamayim.

“AND THOU SHALT FEAR THY GOD”
The biblical phrase “and thou shalt fear thy God” appears five times 
in Leviticus. Its meaning is relevant to understanding the Rabbinic 
concept of yirat shamayim. Here are the five instances:

(1) “Thou shalt not curse the deaf, nor put a stumbling block before 
the blind, but thou shalt fear thy God: I am the Lord.” (Leviticus 
19:14)

(2) “Thou shalt rise up before the hoary head, and honor the face of 
the old man, and thou shalt fear thy God: I am the Lord.” (ibid. 
19:32)

(3) “And ye shall not wrong one another, and thou shalt fear thy 
God, for I am the Lord thy God.” (ibid. 25:17)

(4) “Take thou no interest or increase from [the stranger], and thou 
shalt fear thy God, that thy brother may live with thee.” (ibid. 
25:36)

(5) “Thou shalt not rule over [thy bondman] with rigor, and thou 
shalt fear thy God.” (ibid. 25:43)
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In Bava Metzia 58b, Rabbi Judah explains that all these cases are 
instances of “something relegated to the heart” (davar ha-masur 
la-lev), that is, something that cannot be known by observers. For 
example, one must not pretend to be interested in buying something 
one does not have the money to buy (a violation of Leviticus 25:17). 
Again, one must not advise someone to sell his good field and buy 
a jackass, and then purchase his field as soon as he has sold it (a 
violation of Leviticus 19:14).17

The biblical phrase “and thou shalt fear thy God” is used, thus, 
in situations in which one is able to do something unethical without 
it being known to other human beings. The one who pretended in-
terest in buying what he had no money to buy can claim that at the 
time he thought he had the money; and the one who gave the bad 
advice about the field and the jackass can claim that at the time he 
thought it was good advice. In these situations, the unethical deed 
is not knowable to other human beings, but is known only to God, 
who knows all thoughts. In such cases where the fear of human 
beings cannot prevent one from doing the unethical deed, only the 
fear of God can do so. “The fear of God” (“and thou shalt fear thy 
God”) in these Levitical texts is thus a fundamental ethical principle, 
and seems to be a conceptual forerunner of the Rabbinic concept of 
yirat shamayim. One Rabbinic text that echoes this ethical principle 
is found in Tanna de-bei Eliyahu, 23 (19) and recited daily in the 
morning prayers prior to Pesukei de-Zimrah: “Let a person always 
be a fearer of God [yerei shamayim] in secret, assent to the truth, 
and speak the truth in his heart.”

NEHAMA LEIBOWITZ ON FEAR OF 
GOD AS A UNIVERSAL VALUE

In her renowned discussion of “The Midwives” (Exodus 1:15–17), 
Nehama Leibowitz argued convincingly that “the fear of God” is in 
the Bible a universal ethical principle. Her discussion should be read 
together with Rabbi Elhanan Wasserman’s homily on Ecclesiastes 
12:13. She pointed to four texts in which the fear of God is used in 
this way:
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(1) “And Abraham said [to Abimelech]: Because I thought, only 
the fear of God is not in this place, and they will slay me for my 
wife’s sake.” (Genesis 20:11)

(2) “And Joseph said unto them…This do and live, for I fear God.” 
(ibid. 42:18)

(3) “And the king of Egypt spoke to the midwives of the Hebrews…
and he said: when ye do the office of the midwife…ye shall 
look upon the birth stool, if it be a son, then ye shall kill him…
But the midwives feared God, and did not as the king of Egypt 
commanded.” (Exodus 1:15–17)

(4) “Remember what Amalek did unto thee…how he met thee by 
the way, and smote the hindmost of thee, all that were enfeebled 
in the rear, when thou wast faint and weary, and he feared not 
God.” (Deuteronomy 25:17–18)

Leibowitz notes that in all four cases the fear of God serves as a 
regulatory ethical principle between individuals of different nations, 
and in particular between the ruling nationals and the minorities: 

“the fear of God is expressed with respect to a member of another 
nation, a member of a minority, for the relationship toward the for-
eigner, toward the powerless and the unprotected is the criterion of 
whether the fear of God is in one’s heart or not.”18 The fear of God 
is thus considered by the Bible to be a universal ethical value. This 
usage of the “fear of God,” like the usage of the phrase “and thou shalt 
fear thy God,” evidently had an influence on the Rabbinic concept 
of yirat shamayim.19

YIRAT SHAMAYIM AND LOVE OF GOD
A highly suggestive use of the term yirat shamayim is found in Rashi’s 
commentary on Song of Songs 1:1. Rashi cites the dictum of Rabbi 
Akiba, “All the Writings are holy but the Song of Songs is the holy 
of holies [Mishnah, Yadaim 3:5], and explains: “for it is entirely yirat 
shamayim and the acceptance of the yoke of His kingdom.” Rashi 
seems to mean that since the Song of Songs is entirely about the 
love of God, it is entirely about yirat shamayim. The idea that there 
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is an essential connection between the love of God and the fear of 
God is found often in medieval literature, although the term yirat 
shamayim is not always used.

In his classic discussion of the love of God in his Duties of the 
Heart, gate 10 (The Gate of Love), Rabbenu Bahya ibn Paquda as-
serts that the fear of God is the “rung” or “step” closest to the love of 
God (gate 10, introduction), and that it is a “sign” of that love (ibid., 
chap. 6). Rabbi Isaac ben Joseph of Corbeil (Sefer Mitzvot Katan, 
commandment 4) insisted that “love and fear can exist in the same 
place,” and cited Abraham as proof. Abraham is described by God 
as “Abraham who loves Me” (Isaiah 41:8) and also as “God-fearing” 
(Genesis 22:12).20

RABBI KOOK ON YIRAT SHAMAYIM, 
KNOWLEDGE, AND MORALITY

The dual propositions that yirat shamayim must be associated with 
knowledge and with morality were affirmed forcefully in modern 
times by Rabbi Abraham Isaac Ha-Kohen Kook. In his Orot ha-
Kodesh, iii, rosh davar, he taught that “yirat shamayim is everything, 
all life and all goodness” and can raise one to “the heights of the 
heavens,” but he warned that when it gets distorted into yirat ha-
mahashavah (“the fear of thought”) it leads one into the “mire of 
ignorance” which “takes away the light of one’s soul, makes one’s 
power fail, and one’s spirit gross.” He also warned: “yirat shamayim 
must not push aside the natural morality of a human being;” and 
indeed the “sign of pure yirat shamayim” is precisely the enhance-
ment of our natural morality.21

Like Rashi on Job 4:6, Rabbi Kook contrasted yirat shamayim 
based on knowledge with yirat shamayim not based on it. In his 
Arpelei Tohar, he writes: “a human being becomes sluggish and idle by 
reason of yirat shamayim that lacks knowledge [she-ein bah de’ah].”22

HESCHEL ON YIRAT SHAMAYIM 
AS A MODE OF LIVING

One major contemporary Jewish philosopher who dedicated an en-
tire essay to yirat shamayim was Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel. It 
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was one of the first pieces he wrote, after immigrating to the United 
States in 1940. The essay was written in Hebrew and entitled simply 

“Yirat Shamayim.”23 He also published an English adaptation, entitled 
“An Analysis of Piety.”24

At the outset of his Hebrew essay, Heschel noted that the term 
yirat shamayim, as commonly understood among Jews, does not re-
fer to the emotion of terror or fear, but is a general term designating 

“the character traits of the religious individual and his relationship 
to God.”25 Later in the essay, he writes: “yirat shamayim is a mode of 
living, the orientation of the human being toward the holy.”26 He also 
distinguishes between yirat shamayim and faith: while faith is “a way 
of thinking” (derekh mahashavah), yirat shamayim is “an attribute 
of life” (middat hayyim).27 In accordance with this understanding 
of yirat shamayim, Heschel translated the term in his English essay 
as “piety.”

In his God in Search of Man, however, Heschel translated 
yirat shamayim as “the awe of Heaven.” He writes there that yirat 
shamayim is “almost equivalent” to the word “religion;” for “in bib-
lical language the religious man is not called ‘believer,’ as he is for 
example in Islam (mu’min), but yerei Ha-Shem.”28

RABBI SOLOVEITCHIK ON YIRAT 
SHAMAYIM VS. PAHAD

In an important homily, originally delivered in Yiddish, Rabbi Joseph 
Dov Soloveitchik distinguished sharply between yirat shamayim and 
pahad. The “fear of Heaven” (yirat shamayim), he insisted, is not at 
all “fear” (pahad). “Fear and yirah,” he argued, “are two different 
emotional phenomena, which are almost contradictory. Where there 
is fear there can be no yirah, and vice versa.”29 Judaism, continued 
Rabbi Soloveitchik, requires yirat shamayim, but not fear. The Bible 
never commands us to have pahad for God, but only yirah (e.g., 
Exodus 20:17; Leviticus 25:17; Deuteronomy 10:20). The Talmud 
inculcates the virtue of yirat shamayim, not pahad shamayim. While 
Judaism does not advocate pahad, “the whole Torah in its entirety is 
founded on the foundation of yirah.”30

The fundamental difference, according to Rabbi Soloveitchik, 
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between yirah and pahad is that the former is rational and the lat-
ter irrational. Yirah is based on “wisdom and intellect” (hokhmah 
ve-sekhel), while pahad is what psychologists call “phobia.” In pahad, 
a person is helpless. In yirah, a person is able to take measures, to 
resolve difficulties, to defend oneself against dangers. Yirah is related 
to ra’oh (to see): “if a person has eyes in his head and sees correctly 
the processes of historical development in the world, and the laws 
regulating the universe, and conducts himself with intelligence 
and carefulness in the paths of life – he will be full of yirah.”31 Yirat 
shamayim, explains Rabbi Soloveitchik is closer to love than to 
fear:

Yirah and love are intertwined. It is said, “And thou shalt 
love the Lord thy God” [Deuteronomy 6:5]. And it is 
said, “And thou shalt have yirah for thy God” [Leviticus 
25:17]. One may very well love a human being, and also 
have yirah for him. There is no contradiction whatsoever 
in this. It is an affirmative commandment to have yirah 
for one’s father and mother: “Ye shall have yirah, every 
man for his mother and for his father” [Leviticus 19:3]. 
Certainly the mother and father do not hate their son or 
daughter. When one says yirah, one does not at all intend 
to indicate that there is a worry that the person who is 
the object of the yirah will cause one harm or damage…
Yirah is connected with honor. “Honor thy father and 
thy mother” [Exodus 20:12] is apposite to “Ye shall have 
yirah, every man for his mother and his father.” Yirah and 
honor; as opposed to this, pahad is intertwined with – and 
connected with – hate and detestation.32

Rabbi Soloveitchik’s analysis is similar to those of Saadia, Rashi, 
Ibn Ezra, Maimonides, and others, in that he emphasizes that true 
yirat shamayim is based on wisdom and knowledge. It is similar 
to Heschel’s analysis in that he emphasizes that yirat shamayim is 
not a species of fear. In addition, it develops the medieval theme 
that yirat shamayim is associated with the love of God. In citing 
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Leviticus 25:17, Rabbi Soloveitchik connects yirat shamayim also to 
the metaphysical passion of the awe of God (yirah) as expounded, 
for example, by Maimonides (Mishneh Torah, Hilkhot Yesodei ha-
Torah 2:2; 4:19).33 Yirat shamayim is thus related to the knowledge, 
love, and awe of God.

LEVINAS ON YIRAT SHAMAYIM AS FREE FEAR
There is a significant philosophic discussion of yirat shamayim in 
Emmanuel Levinas’ lecture talmudique on Berakhot 33b, entitled 

“Of Religious Language and the Fear of God.”34 Much like Rabbis 
Heschel and Soloveitchik, Levinas contends that the yirah in yirat 
shamayim does not refer to fear of any coercive force. It is not fear 
of punishment. No threat is involved. Neither is seduction. It is in 
his phrase “a free fear” (crainte libre), not “in the hands of Heaven.” 
He explains that it is in effect the sobering awareness of one’s infinite 
ethical obligations to other human beings, and in this awareness God 
is revealed. The “sense of terror” in the presence of the suffering of 
the human Other thus bears witness to the divine Other. The fear of 
God is manifested in the fear for the other human being – the fear 
lest he or she be harmed or die.35 Caring for other human beings, 
we prove the existence of God. Yirat shamayim proves the existence 
of God.36

In the course of his discussion, Levinas makes some suggestive 
but insufficiently developed remarks about the connection between 
yirat shamayim and the love of God. Yirat shamayim, he states, evi-
dently influenced by Rabbenu Bahya, is an “unavoidable stage” in 
the love of God, and is moreover “the most difficult” stage.37 The 
love of God, which is disinterested and not “the gratitude of the belly” 
(reconnaissance du ventre), “envelops the fear of God” while the fear 
of God fixes the level of the love.38

YIRAT SHAMAYIM AS JEWISH PAIDEIA
A sustained and profound discussion of yirat shamayim is found in 
Roads to the Palace by the Israeli philosopher of education, Professor 
Michael Rosenak. He suggests that yirat shamayim is the basic edu-
cational ideal in Jewish culture, “the comprehensive character ideal 
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signifying the educated Jew,” “the dominant end-aim of rabbinic 
educational reflection,” the “high road to the palace of ideal human 
existence and self-realization.”39 It is “a comprehensive image of 
character, virtue, and goodness.” It does not mean merely carrying 
out God’s commandments, but doing so “with a certain pious inten-
tion.” Its “highest expression” is sometimes said to be the love of God. 
It is “the hallmark of a fine Jewish character, but every decent human 
being, Jew or Gentile, was in some sense expected to have it.”40 It is 
perhaps the basic value-term in the Jewish paideia.41

YIRAT SHAMAYIM VS. AVODAH 
MI-YIRAH AND YIRAT HEIT

If yirat shamayim is indeed closer to love than to fear, it must be 
clearly distinguished from avodah mi-yirah (the service of God 
out of fear of punishment). The Talmud contrasts the service of 
God out of fear of punishment with the service of God out of love 
(Sotah 31a, Bava Batra 16a; cf. Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Hilkhot 
Teshuvah 10). The contrast is between service for an ulterior motive 
(she-lo lishmah) and service for its own sake (lishmah). The service 
of God out of fear of punishment is discouraged and disparaged, 
while that out of love is encouraged and praised. It is evident that 
yirat shamayim, a term of high praise, is closer to the praiseworthy 

“service of God out of love” than to the blameworthy “service of God 
out of fear of punishment.”

Similarly, a distinction should be made between yirat shamayim 
and yirat heit (the fear of sin). The meaning of yirat heit is clear from 
a well known Rabbinical interpretation of Exodus 20:16: “that His 
fear [yirato] may be on your face [al peneikhem] that ye not sin.” 
According to the Rabbinic interpretation, the fear on the potential 
sinner’s face is shame (bushah, boshet panim); and thus “shame leads 
to the fear of sin” (Nedarim 20a).42 One refrains from sin because one 
is ashamed to be seen sinning. Clearly, yirat heit is not the highest 
virtue, certainly not close to yirat shamayim.

For Ashkenazi Jews, the most well known uses of yirat shamayim 
and yirat heit are found in “Rav’s Prayer” (Berakhot 16b), which is 
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recited (albeit in a corrupt form) in the Ashkenazi rite as part of the 
Announcement of the New Month. Rav’s Prayer reads as follows:

May it be your will, O Lord our God, that you grant us a 
long life, a life of peace, a life of goodness, a life of bless-
ing, a life of sustenance, a life of physical health, a life in 
which there is fear of sin [yirat heit], a life in which there 
is no shame or disgrace, a life of wealth and honor, a life 
in which we shall have in us the love of Torah [ahavat 
torah] and the fear of Heaven [yirat shamayim], a life in 
which all our wishes are fulfilled with goodness.

It is striking that the request for yirat heit appears early in the 
prayer together with the requests for physical health, the avoid-
ance of shame and disgrace, and wealth, while the request for yirat 
shamayim appears at the climax of the prayer, immediately after the 
love of Torah. Yirat shamayim is intertwined with the love of God’s 
Torah. The most noble request that we, as Jews, can make of God is 
that He grant us ahavat torah ve-yirat shamayim.

A CONTEMPORARY USAGE
In contemporary popular usage, yirat shamayim often refers to out-
ward observance, the physical observance of the commandments, 
or the strict physical observance of the commandments. According 
to this usage, yirat shamayim is measured by, say, one’s standards of 
kashrut or by the number of humrot one adopts on Shabbat. One 
might muse that yirat shamayim has come a long way. It began, 
perhaps, as a kind of consciousness or attitude, as distinguished 
from physical deeds; everything is in the hands of heaven, and only 
our consciousness or attitude, that is, our yirat shamayim, is free. 
Now it is used to refer to physical deeds, as distinguished from our 
consciousness or attitude!

This contemporary usage is found not only among the folk, but 
sometimes also among leading rabbis and scholars. Rabbi Adin Even-
Israel (Steinsaltz), for example, has expounded the contemporary 
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usage in his recent Hebrew essay, “Faith and the Fear of Heaven.”43 
He defines yirat shamayim as “the actual performance of the com-
mandments” (kiyyum mitzvot be-fo’al). Faith, according to Even-
Israel, is “the theoretical and spiritual basis of yirat shamayim.” It 
consists in ideas, while yirat shamayim is the realization of those 
ideas.44 Faith is “internal,” while yirat shamayim is “external.”45

According to Even-Israel’s analysis, it is possible that one could 
have no faith, but nonetheless excel in yirat shamayim, that is, per-
form the commandments meticulously. Moreover, he believes that 
among today’s Orthodox Jews there are indeed such people. He 
expresses this thought as follows:

Thus there are formed different groups of people who are 
yirei shamayim (in the practical sense – they observe the 
commandments), but are not possessors of faith (baalei 
emunah). Faith is not a factor for them in their observance 
of the commandments. From a philosophical standpoint, 
these people could be agnostics, or simply people for 
whom the subject of faith is of no interest at all.46

In describing such Jews who have yirat shamayim but no faith, Even-
Israel remarks that they embrace “orthopraxy” not “orthodoxy,” and 
cites the quip about those “who fear the Shulhan Arukh more than 
they fear the Sovereign of the Universe.”47 Even-Israel’s fascinating 
discussion of faith and yirat shamayim expounds a notion of yirat 
shamayim that is today widespread in the Orthodox Jewish com-
munity throughout the world. However, it is not well attested in the 
classical and medieval Jewish sources.

MORA SHAMAYIM AND YIRAT SHAMAYIM
I wish to conclude my discussion of yirat shamayim with some com-
ments about a related expression, mora shamayim. In translating 
mora shamayim, I will use the same English term I have used for 
yirat shamayim, namely, “the fear of Heaven.” Moreover, I suspect 
that the two terms are close synonyms. The term mora shamayim 
appears in a celebrated passage in Mishnah Avot 1:3 (cf. 4:12):
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Antigonos of Socho received [the Torah] from Simeon 
the Righteous. He used to say: Be not like servants who 
serve the Master in order to receive a reward, but like 
servants who serve the Master not in order to receive a 
reward. And let the fear of Heaven [mora shamayim] be 
upon you.

What is the connection between the two parts of Antigonos’ dictum? 
What is the connection between serving God for its own sake, that 
is, serving God out of love, and experiencing “the fear of Heaven?” 
I know of two answers: one is found in the Commentaries of Mai-
monides and Rabbi Obadiah of Bertinoro, ad loc., and the other 
was suggested to me by Professor David Shatz in an e-mail com-
munication.48

Maimonides explains: “Even though you serve [God] out of love, 
do not cast aside fear entirely.” Similarly, Rabbi Obadiah of Bertinoro 
writes: “Even though you serve God out of love, serve Him also out 
of fear.” In other words, according to Maimonides and Rabbi Oba-
diah, Antigonos is teaching us to serve God “not in order to receive 
a reward,” and also “in order to receive a reward.” He is presenting 
us in effect with a riddle.

Professor David Shatz writes: “Prima facie, whatever mora 
shamayim is, it is not fear of punishment, since Antigonos opposes 
ulterior motivation. If mora shamayim is synonymous with yirat 
shamayim, then yirat shamayim is not fear of punishment.” Yirat 
shamayim or mora shamayim is thus not similar to the service of 
God out of fear, but is indeed similar to the service of God out of 
love. This would confirm Rabbi Soloveitchik’s important assertion 
that yirat shamayim and the love of God are closely intertwined.

CONCLUSION
To be sure, there are in the Rabbinic, medieval, and modern sources 
many different views about the meaning of yirat shamayim, just as 
there are many different views there about the meanings of other 
fundamental concepts. My presentation was intended to be sug-
gestive, and certainly not exhaustive. Nonetheless, I shall allow 
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myself now to sum up very briefly the general thrust of the sources 
reviewed in it.

Yirat shamayim or “the fear of Heaven” is the virtue of obey-
ing God and His commandments. It is the essence and purpose of 
the human being. It is based on wisdom and knowledge, and is the 
quintessential expression of freedom and choice. It is exemplified 
by moral behavior. Although we call it “the fear of Heaven,” it de-
rives not from the irrational passion of fear, but from the rational 
passion of love.

NOTES
1. On the metonymy, see Rabbi Judah Halevi, Kuzari, iv, 3. In addition to yirat 

shamayim, Halevi cites Psalms 121:1, Ecclesiastes 5:1, Yevamot 12b, and Tanna de-bei 
Eliyahu 19 (23).

2. This is the original meaning of the dictum according to some commentators, e.g., 
Yeshayahu Leibowitz, Emunato shel ha-Rambam (Jerusalem, 1980), p. 67.

3. Rabbi Hanina conversed with Antoninus (Avodah Zarah 10a), who may be the 
Stoic philosopher-emperor Marcus Aurelius.

4. A parallel text in Midrash Tanhuma, Pekudei, 3, reads: “male or female, weak 
or mighty, poor or rich, short or tall, ugly or handsome, fat or thin, humble or 
haughty.”

5. Saadia Gaon, The Book of Beliefs and Opinions, trans. Samuel Rosenblatt (New 
Haven, 1948), pp. 188–89.

6. Cf. Nahmanides on Deuteronomy 5:26, s.v. mi yitten: “Inasmuch as the choice of 
a human being is his to be righteous or wicked and everything is in the hands of 
Heaven except the fear of Heaven, the text says [‘Oh that they had such a heart as 
this always, to fear Me and keep all My commandments’].”

7. Ethical Writings of Maimonides, ed. R.L. Weiss and C. Butterworth (New York, 
1975), pp. 8–86.

8. Kitvei Rabbi Nahman Krochmal, ed. S. Rawidowicz (Waltham, 1961), p. 74.
9. Religion of Reason out of the Sources of Judaism, trans. S. Kaplan (New York, 1972), 

p. 382.
10. Leibowitz, Sihot al Shemonah Perakim la-Rambam (Jerusalem, 1986), p. 253. In 

Emunato shel ha-Rambam, p. 67, Leibowitz explained Rabbi Hanina’s dictum thus: 
everything is determined except the decision “to take upon oneself the yoke of the 
kingdom of Heaven.”

11. Cf. Rabbi Aharon Lichtenstein, Leaves of Faith (Jersey City, 2003), p. 92: 
“Paradoxically, through a constant reciprocal process, [Torah study] both sustains 
piety and is sustained by it. Keener study leads to keener piety, and more fervent 
devotion leads to profounder knowledge. The dialectical interplay of talmud Torah 
and yirat shamayim is the heart of Torah life.”
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12. Derashot Ha-Ran, ed. Leon Aryeh Feldman (Jerusalem, 1977), pp. 117–19 (cf. pp. 
9–92); (Jerusalem, 2003), pp. 268–74 (cf. pp. 528–30); and see also homily 10 on 
Deuteronomy 19:12.

13. Rabbi Elhanan Bunim Wasserman, Kovetz Maamarim (Jerusalem, 1991), pp. 
39–40;(Jerusalem, 2000), pp. 79–81 (cf. p. 74). The homily was first published in 
1932.

14. See Rabbi Samuel ben Isaac of Uceda, Midrash Shemuel, on Avot 1:10.
15. Cf. Psalms 78:7; Job 8:14; 31:24. See Tosafot on Bava Metzia 58b, s.v. ha-lo yiratkha 

kislatekha; cf. Sanhedrin 89b.
16. The Guide of the Perplexed, trans. Shlomo Pines (Chicago, 1963), pp. 492–93, 496.
17. Cf. Sifra, Leviticus, ad loc., and Rashi on Leviticus, ad loc. As Rabbi Yaakov Jaffe 

observed to me, Rashi had difficulty understanding Leviticus 25:36 as a davar 
ha-masur la-lev, and he interprets it as such only in his rather forced second in-
terpretation.

18. Nehama Leibowitz, Iyyunim Hadashim be-Sefer Shemot (Jerusalem, 1970), pp. 
32–33.

19. See Shabbat 156b, where “the terror of Heaven” (eimta di-shemaya) is held to prevent 
one from stealing.

20. According to Sifrei, Deuteronomy, 32, love and fear “exist in the same place” only 
in the middah of God. Rabbi Isaac’s statement alludes to this source, and intimates 
that Abraham’s uniting of love and fear was imitatio Dei.

21. Orot ha-Kodesh (Jerusalem, 1964), pp. 23, 26–28.
22. Arpelei Tohar (Jerusalem, 1983), p. 32. Cf. Avinoam Rosenak, Ha-Halakhah ha-

Nevu’it (Jerusalem, 2007), p. 104, n. 329, who distinguishes between “positive” and 
“negative” yirat shamayim according to Rabbi Kook.

23. “Yirat Shamayim,” Sefer ha-Shanah li-Yehudei America 6 (1942), pp. 61–72.
24. “An Analysis of Piety,” The Review of Religion (1942), pp. 293–307.
25. “Yirat Shamayim,” p. 61, note.
26. “Yirat Shamayim,” p. 63; “An Analysis of Piety,” p. 296.
27. “Yirat Shamayim,” p. 65; “An Analysis of Piety,” p. 298.
28. Abraham Joshua Heschel, God in Search of Man (New York, 1955), p. 77. See the 

discussion of Heschel on Shabbat 31b in Michael Marmur, “Heschel’s Rhetoric of 
Citation: The Use of Sources in God in Search of Man,” doctoral dissertation (The 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 2005), pp. 149–50. In Heschel’s comments on 
yirat shamayim, Marmur finds a critique of Spinoza and Mordecai Kaplan.

29. Joseph Dov Soloveitchik, Yemei Zikkaron, trans. Moshe Krone (Jerusalem, 1989), 
p. 172.

30. Ibid., p. 173.
31. Ibid.
32. Ibid., p. 174
33. See Guide, iii, 52, where Maimonides asserts that awareness of standing before the 

Great King leads to pious behavior. This striking passage is quoted by Rabbi Moses 
Isserles at the beginning of his Mappah and also by Rabbi Solomon Ganzfried at 
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the beginning of his Kitzur Shulhan Arukh. In Maimonides’ text, the Great King 
is not God, but the Intellect that is the bond between God and human beings.

34. Levinas, Beyond the Verse, trans. G.D. Mole (Bloomington, 1994), pp. 86–98, 205–08. 
I thank Dr. Annabel Herzog for showing me her unpublished notes on Levinas’ 
discussion of yirat shamayim.

35. Ibid., pp. 96, 207. Levinas cites Sifrei Deuteronomy, 346: “When you are my wit-
nesses, I am God; when you are not my witnesses, I am not God.”

36. This formulation is Herzog’s.
37. Beyond the Verse, p. 94.
38. Ibid., p. 95.
39. Roads to the Palace (Providence and Oxford, 1995), pp. 86–87.
40. Ibid., pp. 96, 110.
41. Ibid., p. 144.
42. But cf. Yerushalmi Shekalim 3:3, BT Sotah 49b, Avodah Zarah 20b: “anavah leads 

to fear of sin.” However, the Zohar, iii, 145a, citing Proverbs 22:4, connects anavah 
with yirat shamayim, not yirat heit: “Everyone who has yirat shamayim in him 
merits anavah.”

43. “Emunah ve-Yirat Shamayim,” in Moshe Halbertal, David Kurzweil, and Avi Sagi, 
eds., Al ha-Emunah (Jerusalem, 2005), pp. 483–89.

44. Ibid., p. 483.
45. Ibid., p. 489.
46. Ibid., p. 489.
47. Ibid.
48. 5 November 2005.
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